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ABSTRACT

The Analytic Function Expansion Nodal (AFEN) method, developed

to overcome the limitations caused by the transverse integration, has

been used successfully to predict the neutron behavior in the hexagonal

core as well as rectangular core. In the hexagonal node, the transverse

leakage resulted from the transverse integration has some singular terms

such as delta-function and step-functions near the node center line. In

most nodal methods using the transverse integration, the accuracy of

nodal method is degraded because the transverse leakage is

approximated as a smooth function across the node center line by

ignoring singular terms. However, the AFEN method in which there is

no transverse leakage term in deriving nodal coupling equations keeps

good accuracy for hexagonal node.

In this study, the AFEN method which shows excellent accuracy in

the hexagonal core analyses is reformulated as a response matrix form.

This form of the AFEN method can be implemented easily to nodal

codes based on the response matrix method. Therefore, the Coarse

Mesh Rebalance (CMR) acceleration technique which is one of main

advantages of the response matrix method can be utilized for the AFEN

method.

The response matrix based AFEN method has been successfully

implemented into the MASTER code and its accuracy and computational

efficiency were examined by analyzing the two- and three- dimensional

benchmark problem of VVER-440. Based on the results, it can be

concluded that the newly formulated AFEN method predicts accurately
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the assembly powers (within 0.2% average error) as well as the effective

multiplication factor (within 20pcm error). In addition, the CMR

acceleration technique is quite efficient in reducing the computation time

of the AFEN method by 8 to 10 times.
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developed to overcome the limitations caused by the transverse

integration, has been used successfully to predict the neutron behavior in the hexagonal
core as well as rectangular core. In the hexagonal node, the transverse leakage resulted
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integration, the accuracy of nodal method is degraded because the transverse leakage is
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deriving nodal coupling equations keeps good accuracy for hexagonal node.

In this study, the AFEN method which shows excellent accuracy in the hexagonal
core analyses is reformulated as a response matrix form. This form of the AFEN method
can be implemented easily to nodal codes based on the response matrix method.
Therefore, the Coarse Mesh Rebalance (CMR) acceleration technique which is one of
main advantages of the response matrix method can be utilized for the AFEN method.

The response matrix based AFEN method has been successfully implemented into the
MASTER code and its accuracy and computational efficiency were examined by analyzing
the two- and three- dimensional benchmark problem of VVER-440. Based on the results,
it can be concluded that the newly formulated AFEN method predicts accurately the
assembly powers (within 0.2% average error) as well as the effective multiplication factor
(within 20 pcm error). In addition, the CMR acceleration technique is quite efficient in
reducing the computation time of the AFEN method by 8 to 10 times.
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